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Sequel to the triple award-winning*, epic cross-

cultural tale, "The Curse of Dead Horse Canyon: 

Cheyenne Spirits," that confronts century's old 

clashes between those who exploit versus those who 

honor the Earth. 

 

Charlie Littlewolf's job drilling for oil earns a generous 

income, but conflicts with his heritage. Can he exist in 

both worlds? Or will there be consequences? Meanwhile, Sara Reynolds discovers 

that fulfilling her husband's dying plea to expose the government corruption he 

discovered places her in the cross-hairs of a killer hired by those with much to lose if 

her efforts succeed. 
 

*Page Turner Book Award, earned 5-stars from Readers' Favorite, and was a Book 

Excellence Award Finalist 
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Hello! 

I would very 
much like to 
be able to 
check this 
book out 
from your 
library.  

I have 
asked the 
publisher to 
provide the 
details for 
your review. 

If this book 
meets with 
your 
approval, 
please 
consider 
purchasing 
it for your 
location so I 
can check it 
out. 

Thank you! 

Your 
grateful 
patron, 
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